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Abstract. The dynamics of singly ionizing proton–helium collisions have been studied
experimentally for several energies of the projectile (0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.3 MeV) with the technique of
cold target recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS). The complete final-state distribution
in momentum space of all three particles was determined by measuring the three momentum
components of the emitted electron and the coincident recoiling target ion. The momentum transfer
and energy loss of the outgoing projectile was determined by momentum and energy conservation
laws. Doubly differential cross sections of the kinematically complete experimental investigation
are presented. The present data are compared with results from fast highly charged heavy-ion
impact experiments.

1. Introduction
The understanding of kinematical details of the ionization processes by charged particle impact
still remains a challenge in atomic physics. Great insights into the various contributing
mechanisms have been gained from ionization cross sections doubly differential in kinetic
energy and emission angle for the ejected electrons (see [1] for a review). However, a complete
investigation of the collision dynamics describes the interaction of all particles before, during
and after the ionization process. Due to their small mass and the significant role they play
in molecular binding, the behaviour of the low-energy electrons has received most of the
attention [2]. Until now there have only been a few sets of reliable data for the emission of lowenergy (below 20 eV) electrons due to the experimental difficulties in measuring slow electrons
with dispersive spectrometers [1, 3, 4]. Furthermore, kinematically complete investigations of
ion–atom collisions are even more uncommon. These kinematically complete examinations
provide nearly the whole information on the collision dynamics. Systematic and kinematically
complete data have been available for electron impact, the so-called (e, 2e) processes, for
many years [5]. Recently, such data have also became available for heavy ion impact [2, 6–8].
Considerable theoretical results for single differential cross sections (see, e.g., [9–14]) and
fully differential cross sections [15, 16] have also became available within the last 15 years.
These studies showed that even single ionization of atoms remains a challenge for experiment
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and theory. To calculate or to measure the complete three-body kinematics of an ionizing
ion–atom collision is very demanding.
Measurements of fully differential cross sections for the single ionization of helium
differential in the momentum of electrons, recoiling ions and projectiles with swift incident
protons at several energies are reported here (see [8, 17] for slow collisions). The measurements
were carried out using the cold target recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS)
technique (see [18] for a review). The momentum vectors (all three spatial dimensions) of
the emitted electron and the recoil ion have been measured in coincidence. In addition, the
charge state of the outgoing projectile has been determined in coincidence. The conservation
of energy and momentum determined the energy loss and angular deflection of the projectile.
We can therefore report on the kinematically complete measurement of helium-target single
ionization by proton impact for several kinetic energies of the projectile. We use atomic units
(au) throughout this paper (me = h̄ = e = c/137 = 1).
2. Experimental method
The experiment was performed at the 2.5 MV Van-de-Graaff accelerator of the Institut für
Kernphysik of the University of Frankfurt. After passing the analysing magnet the beam
was pulsed by the application of a 1 MHz square-wave transverse electric field along a set
of 30 cm long deflecting parallel plates (the alternating voltage was ±150 V). The electronic
pulser/switcher was able to toggle from its positive to its negative maximum potential within
25 ns. After leaving the deflector the projectiles drifted 4 m before being scanned across an
aperture with excursions of at least 1 cm. A set of two collimators generated a parallel beam
with a diameter of about 0.5 mm (see figure 1). A coincidence between the pulsed beam
measured with a position-sensitive multichannel-plate detector at the end of the beamline and
the trigger signal of the electronic switcher allowed measurements of the time resolution of the
beam chopping. We achieved a projectile bunch width of 1.5 ns FWHM, at a repetition rate of
2 MHz. The helium gas target was prepared in a pre-cooled one-stage supersonic jet [19, 20],
which was placed perpendicular to the proton beam. The helium gas expanded through a

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the beamline including the combined recoil-ion and electron
momentum spectrometer.
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30 µm nozzle, which was held at a temperature of 18 K forming a supersonic atomic beam.
The jet diameter at the target region was about 1 mm with a density of ≈1011 atoms/cm2 .
The pulsed ion beam and the atomic gas jet intersected at the centre of the combined recoilion and electron momentum spectrometer. The volume of this interaction region was below
1 mm3 . From the collision zone the recoiling target ions and electrons were extracted by a
homogeneous electric field (60 V cm−1 ) perpendicular to the plane of the incident beam and the
target gas jet. After travelling through a short acceleration range (20 mm), the electrons were
projected onto a position-sensitive detector. The recoiling ions passed through an electrostatic
lens before drifting through a field-free region to another position-sensitive detector. This lens
was optimized to eliminate the influence of the target spatial width on the momentum resolution
of the recoil ions. All three detectors consisted of a multichannel plate z-stack combined with a
wedge-and-strip anode [21]. From the position and time-of-flight, we derived the longitudinal
and the transverse components of the final-state momentum of both electrons and recoiling
ions. Due to the high extraction field, the recoil ions could be measured with a solid angle of
4π. The electron measurement had a solid angle of 4π for a longitudinal momentum of up to
1.2 au. The high electric field and pulse width of the proton beam resulted in a momentum
resolution of 0.5 au for the recoil ions in all three dimensions. While the momentum resolution
of the electrons in the electric-field direction (x-axis) comes to 0.5 au too, the resolutions along
the other axis are better than 0.03 au. The outgoing projectiles were charge-state analysed. Due
to the high beam intensity, the main beam could be steered away from the projectile detector
but all electron transfer processes to the projectile have been recorded (see figure 1). More
details concerning the apparatus and general aspects of recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy
(RIMS) can be found in [18, 22–26].

3. Results and discussion
The method of COLTRIMS delivers the final state of target ionization in a nine-dimensional
momentum space. Therefore, one obtains the square of a three-particle wavefunction in
the continuum. In order to discern the collision dynamics, we classify the data into three
independent planes as described below, and we show projections of the momentum vectors
of all three particles onto these planes. The incident projectile moves along the longitudinal
direction (z-axis). The direction of the transverse momentum transferred to the incoming
projectile during the collision defines the x-axis (see figure 2). Thus the incoming and the
scattered projectile defines the collision plane (x–z plane). The y-direction points out of this
plane. The x–y plane is the so-called azimuthal plane. The plane perpendicular to the collision
and azimuthal plane is a side view of the scattering process (i.e. the y–z plane). With these
definitions we follow in principle the work of Moshammer et al, who first introduced these
useful geometrical conventions (see [7]).
The energy and momentum transfer to the target system is very small compared with the
initial energy and momentum of the incident particle in the laboratory system. Consequently,
the longitudinal and the transverse momentum transfers are kinematically decoupled. The
longitudinal momentum exchange is governed by the Q-value (see also equation (3)) or the
inelasticy of the collision. The transverse direction represents the full transverse momentum
balance and therefore shows the full three-body dynamics of the reaction.
As mentioned before, the loss of momentum of the incident proton and the momentum
transfer in the transverse direction to the projectile is calculated via momentum and energy
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Figure 2. Definition of the three independent internal planes and coordinates used throughout this
paper. For the projectile only the change in longitudinal momentum pzp is relevant.

conservation. It is straightforward to derive the following:
pP = −(Q + Ee )/vP

pP⊥ = ϑP 2MP EP


Q = Efbind − Eibind

(1)
(2)
(3)

where MP is the projectile ion mass, EP is the kinetic energy of the projectile, Ee is the kinetic
energy of the electron, ϑP is the polar projectile scattering angle, vP is the projectile velocity
and Q is the inelasticity of the collision, i.e. the total difference in electronic energies between
initial and final atomic states.
In the following we present the longitudinal momentum distribution first. After that we
will show the results of momentum transfer in the transverse direction. Finally, we will present
the whole momentum space with its projections as defined previously.
3.1. Longitudinal direction
The measured cross section differential in longitudinal momenta is shown in figure 3 for two
different kinetic energies of the incident proton ((a) 1.3 MeV and (b) 200 keV; experimental
results for a kinetic energy of 1.0 MeV can be found in [27]). The final momentum distributions
of the electrons and the recoiling ions as well as the distribution of the loss in momentum of the
projectiles are displayed (see also [17, 26, 28]). The experimental results were normalized to
the total cross sections of Shah and Gilbody [29]. The authors give an absolute error of 17% for
their data. While the recoil ions stay nearly at rest, the majority of the electrons are scattered in
the forward direction (figure 3(a)). Both the electron and recoil-ion momentum distributions
are very symmetric in shape. The momentum transfer to the target system is balanced by the
loss in momentum of the proton. The spike-like shape of the proton momentum distribution is
very asymmetric with a tail on the left-hand side of the projectile spectrum, which represents
the electronic energy distribution Ee /vp in computation of the change in momentum of the
projectile (see equation (1)). This distribution represents the stopping power of the protons
in a helium gas-target measured with a resolution of p /p = 7.5 × 10−6 . With decreasing
velocity of the proton, the number of electrons emitted with higher momentum in the forward
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Figure 3. Experimental longitudinal momentum distributions of the recoil ions (dotted curve),
electrons (full curve) and the loss in momentum of the protons (broken curve) for two different
kinetic energies of the incident projectile: (a) 1.3 MeV u−1 and (b) 0.2 MeV u−1 . The loss of
momentum of the proton is calculated via energy and momentum conservation. The cuts in the
electron distributions are due to the small angular resolution (smaller than 4π ).

direction is rising, which can be clearly seen in figure 3(b). As more momentum is transferred
to the target system, the shape of the electron distribution becomes asymmetric, and the falling
edge on the right-hand side is extended to the forward direction. This is due to the influence
of post collision interaction (PCI) which refers to the long-range Coulomb potential of the
outgoing projectile attracting the ionized electron in the forward direction and repelling the
recoiling ion. The influence of the sign and the value of the projectile charge on the collision
dynamics has been studied experimentally in [27, 30–34] and theoretically in [35–38]. At
this point we want to emphasize that due to the extraction voltage of our spectrometer the
detection solid angle of 4π for the electrons was limited to a momentum of 1.2 au. Thus it
is possible that this broadening effect is much more dramatic than displayed here (the events
detected with momenta larger than 1.2 au are not shown). While the momentum distribution
of the recoil ions still peaks close to zero, the majority of the recoil ions are emitted in the
backward direction. The shape of this dispersal becomes asymmetric, too. The upcoming
shoulder seen in the rising edge on the left-hand side of the spectrum is not due to PCI but
to another process called ‘cusp’ (electron capture to the continuum ECC of the projectile;
for theoretical and experimental results see [39–44]. This aspect will be discussed in detail
and separately in a future paper. On average, the electrons compensate nearly completely the
mean momentum loss of the projectiles. For lower kinetic energy of the incident proton the
momentum loss distribution of the projectile peaks at a larger value and the shape is broader
than before. The sharp asymmetric structure is similar to the momentum loss spectrum at
higher kinetic energy. Here the measured momentum exchange processes differ substantially
from single ionization with very fast highly charged ions (see [7]). In that case the electron
momentum is nearly completely compensated by the recoiling ion. In these very fast collisions
the projectile merely transfers momentum to the target electron. The interaction can be
described by a virtual photon field (Weizsaecker–Williams formalism [45]) where the target
system absorbs virtual photons from the intense electromagnetic field produced by the passing
ion.
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Figure 4. Peak positions of the longitudinal momentum of the fragments of the collision as a
function of the reciprocal velocity of the incident protons. The peak position of the projectiles
qualifies the mean momentum loss. The full curve defines the minimal loss in momentum of the
incoming proton computed as Ebind /vp .

Figure 5. Cross section for the emission of electrons singly differential in electron energy for
single ionization of helium with protons of a kinetic energy of 1 MeV u−1 . The statistical error
bars are the same size as the circles.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the peak position of the momentum distributions as a
function of the reciprocal of the projectile velocity. We find a nearly linear dependence. This
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Figure 6. Singly differential cross section for the emission of low-energy electrons (Ee < 20 eV)
as a function of the ejected electron’s polar angle for four different kinetic energies (1.3, 1.0, 0.5
and 0.2 MeV) of the protons.

can be expected since the momentum transfer in a field is proportional to the collision time.
The full curve defines the minimal loss in momentum for the projectiles computed by Ebind /vp .
The singly differential cross section as a function of electron energy integrated over all
emission angles is shown in figure 5. Most of the electrons are emitted with energies lower than
20 eV. The weak maximum around 1 eV might be an artefact resulting from our experimental
resolution and needs further investigation. For these low-energy electrons the polar angle
distribution is presented in figure 6 for several kinetic energies of the projectile. A definite
preference of forward emission at slower proton velocity can be observed. For 200 keV impact
energy of the projectile, the majority of the electrons peak at 0◦ and a difference of nearly one
magnitude between forward and backward emission can be clearly seen. With increasing
kinetic energy of the projectile, the electrons tend to escape under 90◦ .
3.2. Transverse direction
The cross sections singly differential in transverse momentum for all outgoing particles are
displayed in figure 7. In this case, the kinetic energy of the incident proton beam was 500 keV.
In the transverse direction the recoiling ion receives on average as much momentum as the
electron, which is similar to the situation for single ionization by fast highly charged ions
investigated by Moshammer et al [7]. However, the momentum transfer to the projectile is
very different in these two cases. In single ionization with highly charged ions, the momentum
transfer to the projectile is smaller than the observed momenta of the atomic fragments. In
our case the incident proton undergoes a momentum exchange in the transverse direction,
which is nearly equal to or even higher than that of each atomic fragment. This fact clearly
shows that here the proton delivers most of the transverse momentum to the target atom, in
contrast to the ionization with fast highly charged ions. This is similar to our findings in the
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Figure 7. Transverse momentum distributions of the recoiling ions (squares), electrons (diamonds)
and projectiles (triangles) for single ionization of helium with protons (500 keV kinetic energy).
The transverse projectile momentum is directly associated with the scattering angle (see the upper
scale).

longitudinal direction presented in the previous section. When varying the kinetic energy of
the incident proton, the relative distributions in transverse momentum of all particles involved
in the collision do not vary significantly. For more than 99% of the total cross section the
scattering angle of the projectile, which is directly connected to the transverse momentum of
the proton, is always smaller than 0.5 mrad (see also [46, 47]).
In order to explore and understand the mechanisms leading to single ionization of the
target, it is instructive to plot the azimuthal angle correlation between all particles. As described
above, the transverse direction and therefore the angular distribution in the azimuthal plane
reflects important information about the three-body dynamics. For that reason we plot the
data as a function of the azimuthal angle between the recoil ion and projectile φrp versus the
angle between the recoil ion and electron φre . The distribution (figure 8) has the shape of a
triangle. Events localized along the three sides of the triangle correspond to three different twobody interactions. The right-hand side reflects all events where the electrons and the recoiling
ions were emitted back-to-back, while the proton momentum is uncorrelated and therefore
the azimuthal angle φrp can vary between 0◦ and 180◦ . This characterizes the dynamics of a
photoionization process in which nearly no momentum is transferred to the target system and
the atomic fragments compensate each other’s momentum, resulting in back-to-back emission
of the photo-electron and ion. The horizontal side on top of the triangle qualifies nucleus–
nucleus interaction. Now the projectile and the recoil ion are emitted back-to-back with an
azimuthal angle of φrp = 180◦ and the electron acts as a spectator. The diagonal defined as
φrp = 180◦ − φre represents the two-body interaction between the electron and the projectile.
While the sides of the triangle qualify pure two-body interactions the pattern in between
represents momentum exchange between all participating particles and therefore describes the
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Figure 8. The azimuthal angle φrp between the recoil ion and the proton as a function of the
azimuthal angle φer between the recoil ion and the electron for single ionization of helium with
protons; the kinetic energy of the incident projectiles is 1.3 MeV u−1 . The three sides of the triangle
show the locus of events which are dominated by one of the three possible two-body momentum
exchange processes in which the third particle is not involved. Simple kinematical reasons prohibit
events being outside of the triangle shaped distribution (for a better explanation see also the main
text). The grey-scale of the doubly differential cross section d2 σ/(dφrp dφre ) is linear.

dynamics of a correlated three-body system. Due to momentum and energy conservation,
events outside of the triangle are forbidden. As displayed in figure 8 (for a kinetic energy of
1.3 MeV for the proton) binary-encounter collisions are the most probable processes leading
to single ionization of the target atom. Lots of events are located at the corners of the triangle,
which means that two particles always tend to emerge into the same transverse direction, while
the remaining participant of the collision is scattered to the opposite side. The distribution
shown in figure 8 is in striking contrast with the corresponding distribution for highly charged
ion impact [7]. There, most of the counts are located along the φre = 180◦ line, indicating the
dominance of dipole transitions (see also [2]).
3.3. Three-particle dynamics
In this section we will present double differential cross sections in momentum space of all
outgoing particles of the collision. These data illuminate the complete three-body dynamics
of atomic scattering processes. As mentioned before, it is instructive to show projections of
the momentum vectors on three different orthogonal planes, which are defined as described
above (see also figure 2). Figure 9 displays the momentum distribution of all reactants in the
collision plane, which is defined by the incident and the outgoing proton. Thus per definition, all
projectiles are emitted along the positive x-axis. The abscissa of this spectrum again shows the
loss of momentum in the longitudinal direction for the proton pzp . All the features described
in the last two sections now can be clearly seen at a glance. It is evident that the proton exchanges
significant momentum with the electron as well as with the target nucleus—the transverse
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Figure 9. The momentum distribution for (a) the protons, (b) recoil ions and (c) electrons projected
on the collision plane, which is defined by the incident and outgoing projectile. Thus per definition
the proton is always scattered along the positive x-axis. The doubly differential cross section
d2 σ/(dpx dpz ) (respectively d2 σ/(dpx dp z )) is plotted on a linear scale. The curves in (c)
indicate binary-encounter processes between the electron and the proton; the events along the full
line take into account the loss of momentum due to the binding energy of the electron while the
chain fraction of the circle neglects this fact.

momentum transfer to the projectile indicates the three-body interaction. Nevertheless, there
are a certain number of events that show recoil-ion and electron emission in the same direction
as the incident particle. The momentum distribution of the electron approaches the well known
ridge of the binary-encounter processes, which are located on a circle around the velocity of
the incident proton in figure 9(c). For events along this line the electron balances the main part
of the momentum loss of the projectile, while the recoiling ion stays nearly at rest.
The interplay between the three particles can also be seen in the azimuthal plane shown in
figure 10. Here the momentum vector of the incoming proton is perpendicular to the plane of
the figure. In each figure the transverse momentum vector of one particle is fixed as indicated
by the arrows, whose lengths are arbitrary. In the top row (figures 10(a) and (b)) the recoil ion is
fixed and the transverse momentum of the projectile and the electron have been plotted, while
in figure 10(c) the emission of the outgoing proton has been fixed and the electron momentum
distribution is displayed. The interplay and accordingly the momentum transfer between all
particles are clearly evident.
The last perspective shown is the so-called ‘side view’ of the atomic collision in momentum
space (see figure 2). In figure 11 the projections of the momenta of the emitted recoil ion (a)
and the scattered electron (b) onto the (z–y)-plane are presented while the outgoing momentum
of the projectile is aligned along the x-axis. Thus per definition, the proton momentum vector
stands perpendicular to the plane of the page. A narrow distribution around the longitudinal axis
in figure 11(b) would therefore indicate a strong nucleus–nucleus interaction. That is clearly not
the case; there are a certain number of events located outside the collision plane in momentum
space. This fact also emphasizes that despite the importance of the two-body binary-encounter
processes, the three-particle interaction contributes a large portion of the single-ionization cross
section. This side view also illustrates the interaction between the electron and the projectile in
the longitudinal direction and the influence of the post-collision interaction. The shape of the
electron momentum distribution becomes more and more anisotropic with decreasing velocity
of the incident projectile.
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Figure 10. The momenta of the projectile (a) and of the electron (b) and (c) projected on the
azimuthal plane, which stands perpendicular to the incident proton. The arrows indicate that one
particle is fixed in one direction (no restriction to the value of its momentum) while the other ones
can vary; for (a) and (b) the recoil ion goes along the positive x-axis, in (c) the projectile is fixed.
The doubly differential cross sections d2 σ/(dpx dpy ) are presented on a linear scale.

4. Conclusions
The COLTRIMS method has been applied successfully for the investigation of single ionization
of helium by proton impact. We obtained a kinematically complete picture of the ionization
dynamics for fast proton collision which is unprecedented in completeness and detail. This
experiment fits in with the experimental studies of single ionization of helium with charged
particles. It is a link between ionization by slow proton impact [48, 49] and single ionization
by fast highly charged ions [2, 7].
Single ionization of helium proves to be caused by a highly complex interplay of
interactions of a three-body system. Within the observed energy regime, the projectile appears
to be directly responsible for the momentum distributions in the final state of the outgoing
particles in contrast to collisions with fast highly charged particles. We find that each of the
three two-body momentum exchange processes (interactions between projectile and electron,
electron and recoil as well as projectile and target nucleus) play an important role in the
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Figure 11. Projection of the momenta of (a) the outgoing recoil ion and (b) the emitted electron on
the plane, which is orientated rectangular to the collision and azimuthal plane (‘side view’). The
momentum vector of the scattered projectile stands perpendicular to the paper plane. The doubly
differential cross sections d2 σ/(dpx dpy ) are presented on a linear scale.

intermediate projectile velocities investigated here. Binary encounter between projectile and
electron, however, is most likely. Therefore, the majority of all recoil ions and electrons
are emitted with small momentum, thus low-energy ( 20 eV) electrons dominate the cross
section. The asymmetry in the longitudinal direction increases with decreasing kinetic energy
of the incident proton. Within this regime of perturbation, the projectile transfers a definite
momentum to the target system and an increase of the influence of post-collision interaction for
decreasing projectile velocities can be clearly seen. In the longitudinal direction the required
energy for ionization comes from the kinetic energy of the proton. The electrons mainly
compensate the loss of momentum of the projectile; the recoiling ions remain spectators. The
investigation of momentum transfer in the transverse direction clearly showed the importance
of the interaction of the projectile. In comparison with single ionization of helium induced
by fast highly charged ions, the electron recoil correlation does not play such an important
role. The proton transfers momentum to the target atom in the longitudinal as well as in
the transverse direction. Therefore, it determines the momentum distribution of the atomic
fragments in the final state. The ratio of the projectile charge state to the velocity is a crucial
quantity for predicting the mechanisms of ionization with charged particles and the dominant
dynamics of three-body systems.
As could clearly be seen, all charged particles interact in the continuum and therefore this
situation is an ideal example for the investigation of a three-body system. The contribution
of the nuclear Coulomb interaction leading to ionization is relatively small. Due to this fact,
it remains impossible to extract the impact parameter from the observed quantities (see also
[47, 50, 51]).
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